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only when we put him out of cur minds that the doubts arise. It is when wex

are dte determined to go in the direction of our own selfish ae-t4e appetites

and desires that we cease to recognize him. Deep in our hearts everyone of us

knows that he- He exists, and if there is such a great god, it would be strange

indeed if He did not in someway reveal Himself to us. Thus the question is not

such a thing as revelation, but is there a personal Godc. If there is, it would

be just as natural to expect k Him to reveal himself, as it is for us to reveal

ourselves to each other.

ONE OF THE VERY BEST WAYS OF GETTING KNOWLEDGE

Not only is - revelation a very common factor of human life. It is

actually one of the very best ways af getting knowledge. Suppose that you

were to wonder where I was born. You might look me over from top to bottom.

You may survey me from side to side, but I do not think you would be able to

find out in this way in what town I was born. You could measure me, you wet1

could weigh me, you could examine me in K various ways, but you would probably

not even be able to determine in which state I was born, though some people

might tell that from the wy- way I speak. ±tx I don't think that any one would

guess that I was born in the copper mining town of Calumet, Michigan unless

I revealed it to them.

Revelation is the surest way of kgetting knowledge, p#4ed-tI-t-eur

kRew4ed- providing we get out knowledge fx from one who knows. God knows

more than any man could possibly know.

A few years ago I visited Mt. Wilson in southern California. On

Mt. Wilson was the 100 inch telescope which until the 200 inch telescope was
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